While the relationship between action and focused attention has been well-studied, less is known about the ability to divide attention while acting. In the current paper we explore this issue using the multiple object tracking (MOT) paradigm (Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988) . We asked whether planning and executing a display-relevant action during tracking would substantially affect the ability track and later identify targets. In all trials the primary task was to track 4 targets among a set of 8 identical objects. Several times during each trial, one object, selected at random, briefly changed colour. In the baseline MOT trials, these changes were ignored. During active trials, each changed object had to be quickly touched. On a given trial, changed objects were either from the tracking set or were selected at random from all 8 objects. Although there was a small dual-task cost, the need to act did not substantially impair tracking under either touch condition.
track 4 out of 8 items in an MOT task, they could successfully control 6 items without collision during iMOT. Performance on standard MOT and on iMOT was strongly positively correlated (r = .72) in the same individuals (Thornton et al., 2014) .
Of most relevance to the current topic, in one experiment participants were required to perform both MOT and iMOT at the same time. Our prediction was that MOT performance would break down as planning and executing the iMOT control movements would reduce available attentional resources for tracking (Allport, 1987; Rizzolatti et al., 1994) . Contrary to this prediction, MOT performance actually improved slightly under dual-task conditions (Exp3; Thornton et al., 2014) . On first pass, this would seem to suggest some level of independence between focused and divided attentional resources, and may even hint at some form of "synergistic lock". That is, focusing attention on and/or interacting with one item in a tracked set might temporarily improve the ability to localise all of the other members of a set being tracked with divided attention.
There were, however, two design issues with this original experiment that suggest caution in generalising to other MOT scenarios. To begin with, we did not control for strategic reallocation of resources between the two tasks, and indeed, iMOT collisions increased under dual-task conditions. Participants were able to choose the moment to act, and may simply have waited until a collision was impending with one of the tracked objects, requiring little if any reallocation of attention. Perhaps more importantly, only objects that were in the tracking set responded to touch control. This was done to avoid participants "herding" target and distractor items to different sides of the screen, but it also clearly provided a means where "lost" targets could be recovered.
The current experiment was designed to address these issues and to provide a clear and simple test of the impact of acting while performing MOT. As illustrated in Figure 1 , on all trials the primary task was to track 4 targets among a set of 8 objects. Five times during each trial, one object, selected at random, changed colour for 2 seconds. In a baseline MOT block of 10 trials, these changes were ignored. During the dual-task "action" block of 20 trials, each changed object had to be quickly touched. To ensure that participants immediately allocated attention to this secondary task, the trial was aborted if the colour singleton was not touched within the two second period. Except for returning to its original colour, a touched object did not change its behaviour in any way following the intervention. Figure 1 . Schematic timeline of a typical trial. Top row: After a 1 second preview, 4 objects began blinking for 2 seconds, identifying them as targets (broken circle and white background for illustration only). All of the (now identical) objects then began to move on random trajectories. Middle row: Five times during every trial one object would change colour for 2 seconds. In baseline MOT trials these changes were ignored. In action trials, the object had to be rapidly touched, after which the colour change was cancelled and tracking continued. Bottom row: At the end of the tracking period participants identified the targets by touching them. Each touched item changed colour. See text for more details.
For 10 of the dual-task trials, the singleton object was selected randomly from the tracking set and for the remaining 10 trials, it was randomly selected from all 8 objects. These two types of trial were randomly intermixed and participants had no independent cues as to the type of trial. This manipulation was made so that on half of the trials, at least some touches would require focused attention to be allocated away from the tracking set.
Method Participants
A total of 12 participants (9 females, mean age 22.2 years, SD = 6.4) from the University of Malta community took part in this experiment in return for payment of €4. The sample size was determined prior to data collection based on values typical to the field and to previous studies in our laboratories (e.g., Thornton et al., 2014) . All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, and were naïve as to the purpose of the research until data collection was complete. All participants gave written informed consent, and all aspects of the procedure were reviewed and approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Media & Knowledge Sciences, University of Malta, conforming to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Equipment
The experiment was conducted using a first generation iPad with a screen dimension of 20 x 15 cm and a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels. Participants were instructed to cradle the iPad (in landscape orientation) in their left arm, with the fingers of their left hand grasping the furthest edge of the device. They were required to respond to objects using the index finger of their right hand. While viewing distance was not fixed, we estimated that it was approximately 50 cm from screen surface to eyes. The experiment was run in a quiet environment under low lighting conditions with no overhead lights, in order to minimize screen glare.
Stimuli
Objects were identical orange spheres with a diameter of 52 pixels (1.2°). The objects were shaded so that they appeared to be lit from above to provide an impression of 3D and to help segment them from the uniform black background. At the start of each trial, the objects were stationary and were distributed randomly across the display. Object position was determined by sparsely populating a 5 x 5 invisible grid, and then perturbing each object a random distance from the centre of the cell. This was done to ensure that objects did not initially overlap. After a 1 second preview, 4 of the objects began to blink, identifying them as targets. After 2 seconds, the blinking stopped and all 8 (now identical) objects began to move in random directions sampled from the full 360° in 1° increments. Objects always moved at a constant speed of approximately 2°/s, changing direction after a variable path length of between 200 pixels (3.9°) and 300 pixels (5.9°). Path length and direction was constrained so that objects remained within the display area. If two objects collided they passed through each other and did not bounce.
In all three conditions, 5 colour change events occurred during each trial, with a single object changing from orange to blue. During baseline MOT trials these events always lasted 2 seconds, and then the object returned to its original colour. During the dual-task action block, the colour returned to original as soon as the object was touched. Failure to touch the object during the 2 second period resulted in the trial being aborted and replaced later in the block. For all types of trial, the next colour change event was scheduled at the end of a 2 second period, timed from colour-change onset, and occurred at a variable gap of between 2-3 seconds.
Task
The primary task in all conditions was to track the 4 target objects, as in standard MOT. In all types of trial the objects were in motion for approximately 30 seconds, at which point the participant was required to identify the 4 target objects by touching them. These responses DOES ACTION DISRUPT MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING (MOT)? 294 were self-paced -there was no additional cue to respond -and we recorded the time of each subsequent touch relative to the end of object motion. Touched targets changed colour from orange to purple. During training trials, feedback was given on tracking performance by briefly blinking the correct 4 target items. No feedback was given during the experimental trials. At the end of the trial the display faded and a blank, self-paced pause screen was entered. Participants were able to initiate the next trial by clicking on a "Continue" button.
There were two dual-task conditions, "touch-targets" and "touch-all". In both conditions an immediate touch response was required to an object colour change. If the trial was aborted because a touch did not occur within 2 seconds, the display immediately faded to black and the pause screen appeared. The omission of the MOT response phase clearly marked aborted trials, and no other explicit feedback on touch errors was provided.
In the touch-targets condition these 5 colour-change events were always drawn from the tracking set. In the touch-all condition, the changed object was drawn from the tracking or distractor set with equal probability within a single trial. Note that during the baseline block, when no touch response was required, colour-change events were sampled according to the touch-all schedule.
Procedure
Participants were run in individual sessions. Each session began with a brief familiarization phase, where the iPad and the basic display and control components of the task were explained. Participants always began with the 10 MOT baseline trials, and so they were initially told to ignore the colour-change events. Instruction and practice thus focused on the MOT components of the task, and participants typically completed 2 or 3 demo trials during this phase. The familiarization phase and the MOT baseline trials typically took less than 10 minutes to complete.
When the MOT baseline trials had been completed, the dual-task touch aspects of the experiment were explained. Further practice trials, typically 2 or 3, were also given with this new component. The 20 trials of the dual-task action block were then completed, with this phase typically taking a further 10 minutes. The two types of touch trial -10 touch-target and 10 touch-all --were randomly interleaved in the design with no explicit cues provided that would allow them to be distinguished.
Analysis
The main dependent measure was the number of correctly tracked objects. Data were analysed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with touch condition (baseline, touch-targets, touch-all) as the repeated measure. Pair-wise planned comparisons were used to explore differences between each condition. We also examined two response time measures. The first was the speed with which MOT targets were identified at the end of the trial. This was a cumulative measure with each trial yielding 4 response times, one for each target identification. These responses were analysed using a 4 (Target) x 3 (Touch Condition) repeated measures ANOVA. The second measure was restricted to the two touch conditions and examined the average response time to the colour singleton objects. A paired t-test was used to compare responses in these two conditions.
We note that across all participants there were only 7 instances of trials being aborted due to failure to respond to the colour singletons within 2 seconds. As these errors were so few, and as aborted trials were replaced in the design, we will not discuss them further. Where appropriate Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied during repeated measures ANOVA to adjust for violations of the sphericity assumption.
Results
The main results from this experiment are summarized in Figure 2 . In all conditions participants were able to successfully identify at least 3 target objects, a level of performance that is comparable with standard MOT tracking. Although the ability to track appears not to have been severely disrupted by the addition of a second, action-related task, there was a small but consistent decrement in performance relative to the MOT-baseline, giving rise to a significant main effect of condition, F(2,22) = 31.7, MSE = 0.04, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.74. As illustrated in Figure 2 , pairwise comparisons of the baseline condition (M = 3.77, SE = 0.08) to both the Touch-target (M = 3.36, SE = 0.12) and Touch-all (M = 3.12, SE = 0.12) conditions were significant at p <.001 level, whereas comparisons of the two action conditions to each other were significant at the p <.05 level. Figure 3 , this effect reflects overall slower responses in the Baseline Condition (M = 1622 ms, SE = 100), compared to both the Touch-target (M = 1330 ms, SE = 143) and Touch-all (M = 1271 ms, SE = 117) conditions. Pairwise comparison confirmed these differences were significant at the p <.05 level, but there was no difference between the two touch conditions. The Target x Touch Condition interaction was not significant, F(6,66) = 2.73, MSE = 0.04, n.s., η2 = 0.19. Finally, a comparison of the average time to touch the colour singleton during tracking in the Touch-target (M = 822 ms, SE = 27) and Touch-all (M = 830 ms, SE = 26) conditions, indicated that they did not significantly differ from each other, t(11) = 1.0, n.s.
Discussion
The current experiment set out to explore whether performing simple actions during an MOT trial would substantially disrupt the ability to identify target objects. As the planning and execution of movement is known to involve a shift of focused attention towards action targets, our question was essentially whether it is possible to both divide and focus attention at the same time. The results seem quite clear. Although there was a measurable reduction in tracking performance during dual-task action trials, at all times participants were able to track at least 3 out of 4 target objects.
This result is largely in agreement with our previous finding (Thornton et al., 2014) where participants were able to control items at the same time as tracking them. The major difference between these results and our previous findings is that we found a small decrement in MOT performance under dual-task conditions, rather than a small improvement. This suggests that additional, control-related cues may well have helped participants identify targets in our previous task. However, another possibility is that the currant dual-task results reflect a speed-accuracy trade-off, even though the MOT response comes at the end of the trial and is not speeded. That is, RTs when identifying targets were consistently faster in dual-task than in baseline trials, raising the possibility that participants sacrificed reporting accuracy -as opposed to tracking accuracy --in order to respond more quickly (thus reducing total time spent doing the experiment). This would mean that we were overestimating the effect of the dual-task on accuracy.
Conversely, as the dual-task block always followed the baseline block, the RT speed-up could also reflect simple practice effects. We chose a fixed order for the two blocks of trials in order to ensure that the primary MOT task was well-established before trying to disrupt it. Practice effects could have inflated the dual-task performance relative to the initial baseline, meaning that we might be underestimating the dual-task cost. Overall, however, there can be little doubt that any dual-task decrement is small in absolute terms. Taken together then, the current results, together with the findings of Thornton et al., (2014) , allow us to claim with some certainty that action does not appear to substantially affect MOT performance under the examined conditions.
The selection-for-action hypothesis suggests that planning and executing an action, such as a pointing movement to a moving object, leads to a shift of attention to the target of the movement. Since MOT is an attention-demanding task, disrupting the distribution of attention should seriously impair tracking, yet we observed only modest reductions in performance. How can we explain this?
We did not directly measure whether attention was actually deployed to the probe object, so it is possible that no shift occurred in this experiment. Studies of the selection-for-action hypothesis (e.g., Bekkering & Neggers, 2002; Eimer et al., 2006) typically measure the spontaneous deployment of attention in the absence of a competing attentional task. Here, the priority assigned to the tracking task may have pre-empted or countermanded the action-driven shift.
A second possibility is that the response probe did engender an attentional shift, but since participants were dividing their attention among multiple objects, the probe attracted only a proportional share of attention, rather than all of the participant's available resources. We can understand this scenario easily if we think in terms of Pylyshyn's (2001 Pylyshyn's ( , 2007 concept of FINSTs, or visual indexes (see also Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007 's FLEX model) . In MOT, these indexes act like figurative fingers that constantly point to the targets. If I have five indexes, it is a simple matter to shift one of the indexes from tracking to the response probe, while still having four indexes to track the four targets. Alternatively, we can think of attention as a continuous resource, like energy or money (Horowitz & Cohen, 2010) . In this case, before the probe shows up, each target gets 25% of the available resource. When the action system calls for a shift of attention, 5% is peeled off from each target so that 20% can be directed to the probe. This would lead to slightly less precise information available about target position and motion, thus explaining the modest decrement in performance that we observed.
We must also consider the possibility that the MOT task did not fully occupy the participants' attentional resources. We asked participants to track four targets because this is near the capacity of the typical MOT participant. We expected that participants would be near, but not over the limit of their abilities here. However, tracking capacity varies among individuals, and is dependent on speed as well as load (Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007) , so we may have underestimated our participants' capabilities. Indeed, performance in the baseline condition was quite good, so participants may have had spare attentional capacity. Note that this is not mutually exclusive with the divided attention hypothesis described above. In fact, in order for the presence of spare attentional capacity to be relevant, it has to be the case that participants can divide attention between MOT and action, and that pointing to the probe could not demand a complete redistribution of attention. Thus, this is a subset of the divided attention hypothesis.
A third option is that the requirement to act may in fact have led to a complete shift of attention to the probe, but that attention was then returned to the MOT targets after a brief interval. Consistent with this idea, have shown that attention may be quickly withdrawn from action targets during the planning/execution of hand movements, although the same is not true for eye movements. Similarly, there is some evidence that participants can successfully track multiple targets even when attention is briefly withdrawn from the task for a fraction of a second, which may be accomplished either by remembering the positions of the targets before the shift (Keane & Pylyshyn, 2006) or by predicting where the targets will be at the end of the interval (Fencsik, Klieger, & Horowitz, 2007) .
Further research could help us disambiguate these possibilities. Psychophysical measures of attention to the probe item and studies of the distribution of eye fixations around the time of the probe and the pointing movement would be informative. Given that both tracking (Drew, Horowitz, Wolfe, & Vogel, 2011; Drew & Vogel, 2008) and attentional shifts (Eimer, 1996; Luck & Hillyard, 1994) have distinct event-related potential signatures, electrophysiological studies may be able to shed some light on the attentional dynamics here. It would also be informative to use adaptive methods to adjust the difficulty of tracking below and above each individual's threshold in this task. This would shed some light on the question of whether action can divert attention already devoted to an ongoing task, or merely pulls "spare" attentional resources. More interestingly, such a design might reveal that participants with different attentional capacities adopt different strategies when faced with the conflict between passive tracking and action.
Conclusions
In our everyday life, we are continually scanning and interacting with the world around us. In the laboratory, however, these activities are generally compartmentalized. When we study attention, we minimize the action component, usually saving responses for the end of the trial, using them to retroactively infer the dynamics of attention. When we study action, we usually do not provide a concurrent attention task. Yet clearly our brains must have evolved to integrate these activities.
We opened the paper with the question of whether action disrupts ongoing attentional tracking. The answer so far is a qualified "no". We observed minimal reductions in tracking performance when participants were asked to respond to intermittent probes by touching the display. Further work will be necessary to determine whether this finding holds when participants are pushed to the limit, when tracking or action are more demanding. However, we feel that this experiment provides a convincing illustration that attention and action can be efficiently synthesized.
